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 Download Delta Force 3: The Hidden Face Demo (Mixed) Watch the Delta Force 3: The Hidden Face Trailer: You play as
Sergeant Norman "Hot Dog" Harris and must fight on four separate fronts: The raid on The Covenant base on The Ark, The

destruction of the compound in Outpost 23, the capture of a key El-Omani scientist, and the extraction of a key witness. Your
decisions and actions will determine the fate of the world. The game includes diverse action sequences from simple takedowns
to hand-to-hand combat, as well as stealth actions. You can choose to go in guns blazing or take it slow and precise, depending

on your situation. Your arsenal includes an M4A1, M16A1, CZ 550B, HK-5A5, 9mm, and much more! The game features five
missions with more to come. With more than 30 weapons to use, various vehicles, and weapons, the mission editor provides
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hundreds of possibilities. The first-person shooter is a mix of intense action and tactical gameplay. So you can’t walk away from
a mission without having a full arsenal to defend yourself with. We have a mixture of small, medium and large sized levels.
These levels can be randomly generated or crafted by the player. We hope that you enjoy these levels and share with your
friends. Check out the latest version of the game here: If you want more Delta Force game info, please visit the official
homepage of the Delta Force series: Delta Force 3: The Hidden Face Features: First-person shooter / Tactical gameplay

Complete 5 missions with different objectives 30 weapon variants Seamless multiplayer between Steam, Xbox 360, and PS3
Hand-to-hand combat with steel weapons Fully customizable weapons Randomized levels and maps Vocals by Robin Sachs
Watch the Delta Force 3: The Hidden Face Trailers: Play Delta Force 3: The Hidden Face Demo (Mixed) Watch the Delta
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